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Abstrat

We investigate single top prodution in the presene of anomalous Wtb ou-

plings. We expliitly show that, if these ouplings arise from gauge invariant

e�etive operators, the only relevant ouplings for single top prodution and de-

ay are the usual γµ
and σµνqν terms, where q is the W boson momentum. This

happens even in the single top prodution proesses where the Wtb interation

involves o�-shell top and/or bottom quarks. With this parameterisation for the

Wtb vertex, we obtain expressions for the dependene on anomalous ouplings of

the single top ross setions, for (i) the t-hannel proess, performing a mathing

between tj and tb̄j prodution, where j is a light jet; (ii) s-hannel tb̄ prodution;

(iii) assoiated tW−
prodution, inluding the orretion from tW−b̄. We use

these expressions to estimate, with a fast detetor simulation, the simultaneous

limits whih the measurement of single top ross setions at LHC will set on Vtb

and possible anomalous ouplings. Finally, a ombination with top deay asym-

metries and angular distributions is performed, showing how the limits an be

improved when the latter are inluded in a global �t to Wtb ouplings.

1 Introdution

In addition to top pair prodution, whih is the largest soure of top quarks in hadron

ollisions, single top proesses will be of great importane for the study of the top quark

properties at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [1℄. With a ross setion about three

times smaller than for tt̄, single top quarks will also be oupiously produed through

the eletroweak Wtb interation and, preisely beause of this prodution mehanism,

single top proesses will provide essential information about the Wtb vertex. Their

ross setions are proportional to the size of this interation, and thus from their

measurement the value of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix element Vtb

will be obtained, as well as bounds on possible anomalous ouplings [2, 3℄. Moreover,

single top quarks will be produed with a high degree of polarisation [4℄ (in ontrast

to QCD tt̄ prodution), whih allows to build top spin asymmetries of order 0.1 − 0.4
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in the leptoni deay t → Wb → ℓνb. Suh asymmetries omplement the observables

measured in the W rest frame [5℄ in order to test anomalous Wtb ouplings with a high

preision and in a model-independent way.

New physis beyond the Standard Model (SM) is expeted to a�et espeially the

top quark, and, in partiular, it may modify its harged urrent interation with its

SU(2)L partner the bottom quark. For on-shell t, b and W , the most general Wtb

vertex involving terms up to dimension �ve an be written as [5℄

LOS

Wtb = − g√
2
b̄ γµ (VLPL + VRPR) t W−

µ

− g√
2
b̄

iσµνqν

MW
(gLPL + gRPR) t W−

µ + H.c. , (1)

with q ≡ pt − pb (being pt and pb the momenta of the top and b quark, respetively,

following the fermion �ow), whih equals the W boson momentum. Additional σµνkν

and kµ
terms, where k ≡ pt + pb, an be absorbed into this Lagrangian using Gordon

identities. If the W boson is on its mass shell or it ouples to massless external fermions

we have qµǫµ = 0, where ǫµ is the polarisation vetor of the W boson, so that terms

proportional to qµ
an be dropped from the e�etive vertex. Within the SM, the

only Wtb interation term at the tree level is given by the left-handed γµ
term, with

VL ≡ Vtb ≃ 1. The rest of ouplings are alled �anomalous� and vanish at the tree level,

although they an be generated by radiative orretions. They are not neessarily

onstants but rather �form fators�, usually approximated by the onstant term (as we

will do in this work). If we assume that CP is onserved in the Wtb interation then

VL,R and gL,R are real, and VL an be taken to be positive without loss of generality.

For o�-shell top and/or bottom quarks the Lagrangian in Eq. (1) is not the most

general one, and in priniple it should be extended with kµ
and σµνkν terms. Nev-

ertheless, if Wtb anomalous ouplings arise from gauge invariant e�etive operators,

single top prodution and deay an be desribed in full generality using the on-shell

Lagrangian in Eq. (1) for the Wtb vertex, even in the proesses where the top and

bottom quarks involved in the Wtb interation are far from their mass shell. This

is a partiular ase of a more general set up, and it will be expliitly proved for the

spei� ase of single top prodution. In partiular, we will show that new physis

ontributions to the Wtb vertex an be �rewritten� using Gordon identities into the

form of Eq. (1), even for t and b o�-shell. The preise meaning of this �rewriting�

will be lear in the next setion: using an adequate parameterisation for the most

general Wtb vertex, inluding kµ
and σµνkν terms, we will see that o�-shell e�ets of

Wtb anomalous ouplings in single top prodution identially anel when summed to

ontributions from anomalous gWtb quarti ouplings, whih are related to the former
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by gauge invariane. We refer the reader to setion 2, where these issues are explained

in detail.

After showing that for single top prodution the general Wtb vertex an be ade-

quately desribed with the on-shell Lagrangian in Eq. (1), we will obtain expressions for

the single top ross setions in terms of the ouplings in Eq. (1). There are three single

top (and antitop) prodution proesses in hadron ollisions: (i) the t-hannel proess,

also denoted as Wg fusion, whih involves tj and tb̄j prodution; (ii) tb̄ prodution

with a s-hannel W ; (iii) assoiated tW−
prodution, with a orretion from the tW−b̄

proess. In the SM their ross setions are proportional to V 2
L (= V 2

tb). For a general

Wtb interation the ross setions inlude additional terms involving anomalous Wtb

ouplings and an be onveniently written, fatorising the SM ross setion (alulated

for VL = 1), as

σ = σ
SM

(

V 2
L + κVR V 2

R + κVLVR VLVR + κgL g2
L + κgR g2

R + κgLgR gLgR + . . .
)

, (2)

where the κ fators (9 numbers for the di�erent ombinations of ouplings in LOS

Wtb)

determine the dependene on anomalous ouplings. These fators are in general di�er-

ent for t and t̄ prodution, and must be evaluated with a numerial integration of the

orresponding ross setion. They depend on parton distribution funtions (PDFs),

the fatorisation sale Q2
and parameters suh as the top and bottom quark masses.

These dependenes translate into theoretial unertainties whih have to be onsidered

when deriving limits on anomalous ouplings from single top ross setions.

We will then take the next step and estimate the potential limits on Wtb ouplings

from single top ross setion measurements at LHC. These limits are not very stringent

due to the experimental errors on the ross setions, whih are expeted to range

between 13% (for the t-hannel proess) and 21% (for tb̄ prodution). Finally, we will

perform a ombination with top deay observables, suh as angular distributions and

asymmetries, whih omplement the former and allow us to improve limits on Wtb

ouplings signi�antly, obtaining at the same time a measurement of Vtb and limits on

anomalous ouplings.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In setion 2 we derive the Wtb

ouplings from gauge invariant e�etive operators and disuss the anellation among

o�-shell ontributions involving triple and quarti verties. Readers mainly interested

in the numerial results may skip this setion. In setions 3�5 we study in turn the

three single top prodution proesses in the presene of anomalous ouplings and de-

rive the orresponding κ fators for single top and antitop prodution. In setion 6 we

present a �rst estimate for the limits on anomalous ouplings whih an be obtained

from the measurement of single top ross setions, as well as with their ombination
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with top deay angular distributions and asymmetries. Our onlusions are presented

in setion 7. The expliit proof of the anellation among o�-shell and quarti ontri-

butions is given in appendix A. A brief review of the top deay observables used in

the ombination is given in appendix B. The e�et of the top deay is examined in

appendix C.

2 Wtb anomalous ouplings from e�etive operators

We follow the notation of Ref. [8℄ for gauge invariant e�etive operators with slight

normalisation hanges and sign di�erenes. For referene, we summarise here the de�-

nitions needed in this setion. We denote by

qL =

(

tL

bL

)

, tR , bR (3)

the weak interation eigenstates for the third generation. The ovariant derivative is

Dµ = ∂µ + igs
λa

2
Ga

µ + ig
τ I

2
W I

µ + ig′Y Bµ , (4)

where λa
are the Gell-Mann matries with a = 1 . . . 8, τ I

the Pauli matries for I =

1, 2, 3, Y is the hyperharge and Ga
µ, W I

µ and Bµ are the gauge �elds for SU(3), SU(2)L

and U(1)Y respetively. The harged W boson �elds are

W± =
1√
2

(

W 1 ∓ iW 2
)

(5)

and the �eld strength tensor for SU(2)L is

W I
µν = ∂µW

I
ν − ∂νW

I
µ − gǫIJKW J

µ W K
ν . (6)

The SM Higgs doublet φ has vauum expetation value

〈φ〉 =
1√
2

(

0

v

)

, (7)

with v = 246 GeV, and we de�ne φ̃ = iτ 2φ∗
.

The anomalous terms involving VR, gR and gL in the on-shell Lagrangian of Eq. (1)

an arise from the e�etive operators

Oφφ = i(φ†iτ 2Dµφ) (t̄RγµbR) →
[

gv2

2
√

2
b̄RγµtR W−

µ

]†

,

OuW = (q̄Lσµντ ItR) φ̃W I
µν → 2vb̄L iσµνqνtR W−

µ ,

OdW = (q̄Lσµντ IdR) φ W I
µν →

[

−2vb̄R iσµνqνtL W−
µ

]†
. (8)
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Contributions to VL an originate from

O
(3)
φq = i(φ†Dµτ Iφ) (q̄Lγµτ IqL) → −gv2

√
2

b̄LγµtL W−
µ . (9)

Notie that these four operators do not yield quarti terms relevant for the amplitudes

involved in single top prodution. Contributions to the Wtb vertex involving the top

and b quark momenta an be obtained from the operators

ODu = (q̄L DµtR) Dµ φ̃ ,

OD̄u = (Dµq̄L tR) Dµ φ̃ ,

ODd = (q̄L DµbR) Dµ φ ,

OD̄d = (Dµq̄L bR) Dµ φ . (10)

The opposite sign ombinations

ODu − OD̄u → gv

2
b̄LkµtR W−

µ − ggsv b̄L
λa

2
gµνtR W−

µ Ga
ν ,

ODd − OD̄d →
[

gv

2
b̄RkµtL W−

µ − ggsv b̄R
λa

2
gµνtL W−

µ Ga
ν

]†

(11)

give kµ
terms plus quarti gWtb interations, while the same sign ombinations

ODu + OD̄u → gv

2
b̄LqµtR W−

µ ,

ODd + OD̄d →
[

−gv

2
b̄RqµtL W−

µ

]†

(12)

give qµ
terms in the Wtb vertex but not gWtb ones, whih anel in the sums. Analo-

gously, from the operators

O′
Du = i(q̄L σµνDνtR) Dµ φ̃ ,

O′
D̄u = i(Dν q̄L σµνtR) Dµ φ̃ ,

O′
Dd = i(q̄L σµνDνbR) Dµ φ ,

O′
D̄d = i(Dν q̄L σµνbR) Dµ φ , (13)

whih are equivalent to the ones in Eq. (11) for t, b on-shell [8℄, we an get ontributions

to σµν
terms. The ombinations

O′
Du − O′

D̄u → gv

2
b̄LiσµνkνtR W−

µ − ggsv b̄L
λa

2
iσµνtR W−

µ Ga
ν ,

O′
Dd − O′

D̄d →
[

−gv

2
b̄RiσµνkνtL W−

µ + ggsv b̄R
λa

2
iσµνtL W−

µ Ga
ν

]†

(14)
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yield σµνkν terms in the Wtb vertex plus quarti gWtb interations, and the ombina-

tions

O′
Du + O′

D̄u → gv

2
b̄LiσµνqνtR W−

µ ,

O′
Dd + O′

D̄d →
[gv

2
b̄RiσµνqνtL W−

µ

]†

(15)

give σµνqν terms (whih an also be obtained from the operators OuW and OdW in

Eq. (8), respetively) but not quarti gWtb ones.

The most general Wtb vertex for t, b o�-shell and W on-shell or oupling to external

masless fermions inludes the Lagrangian in Eq. (1) plus σµνkν and kµ
terms. But,

instead of simply adding the latter terms to the on-shell Lagrangian, it is muh more

onvenient to parameterise the general Wtb vertex in terms of LOS

Wtb plus operators

whih vanish when t and b are on their mass shell,

LWtb = LOS

Wtb + O1 + O2 , (16)

with

O1 = − g√
2MW

b̄ [iσµνkν(f1LPL + f1RPR) − (mbf1L − mtf1R)γµPL

−(−mtf1L + mbf1R)γµPR − qµ(f1LPL + f1RPR)] t W−
µ + H.c. ,

O2 = − g√
2MW

b̄ [kµ(f2LPL + f2RPR) − iσµνqν(f2LPL + f2RPR)

−(mbf2L + mtf2R)γµPL − (mtf2L + mbf2R)γµPR] t W−
µ + H.c. , (17)

being f1L,1R, f2L,2R arbitrary onstants. We point out that O1, O2 are just the Gordon

identities for the σµνkν and kµ
terms properly normalised. This parameterisation is

ompletely general for a CP-onserving Wtb vertex. From Eqs. (11), (14) we observe

that orresponding to the o�-shell operators O1,2, the anomalous gWtb interations

O(4)
1 =

√
2ggs

MW

b̄
λa

2
iσµν (f1LPL + f1RPR) t W−

µ Ga
ν + H.c. ,

O(4)
2 =

√
2ggs

MW
b̄
λa

2
gµν (f2LPL + f2RPR) t W−

µ Ga
ν + H.c. (18)

have to be introdued if the former arise from gauge invariant e�etive operators.

A very important onsequene of gauge invariane is the anellation among the

ontributions of O1,2 and O(4)
1,2 to the amplitudes. For the ase of gb → tW−

this is

simbolially depited in Fig. 1. We emphasise that the anellation takes plae when

all the terms in O1 (or O2) written in Eqs. (17) are inluded, not only the σµνkν

(or kµ
) ones. This lari�ation is important beause only the σµνkν and kµ

terms in
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b

g

W

t

t +

b

g

W

t

b +

b

g

W

t

= 0

Figure 1: Canellation between ontributions to the gb → tW amplitude. The gray

irles in the diagrams stand for: (i) a Wtb interation through O1 in the �rst and

seond diagrams, and a gWtb interation through O(4)
1 in the third one; or (ii) the

same involving O2 and O(4)
2 .

O1,2 have assoiated quarti verties in Eq. (18), but hoosing the parameterisation in

Eq. (17) makes the anellation apparent, dereasing the number of ouplings relevant

for single top prodution from 8 to 4. The on-shell Lagrangian in Eq. (1) an then be

used in full generality for the study of tW−
prodution [9℄, as well as in the tb̄j and

tW−b̄ proesses, for whih the Wtb vertex involves o�-shell t and/or b but the e�ets

of O1,2 and O(4)
1,2 anel. (For tj and tb̄ the top and bottom quarks are already on-

shell.) The expliit proof of the anellations is given in appendix A for the gb → tW−

and gg → tW−b̄ proesses. It is interesting to point out that in the latter ase it

implies that o�-shell operators do not in�uene the top deay, and for tt̄ prodution

with deay of both quarks, i.e. gg → W+bW−b, the anellation is expeted to take

plae as well, although it is not proved expliitly. For tb̄j the diagrams an be related

to tW−
prodution by rossing and the addition of a fermion line to the external W

boson, and the proof is the same.

A onsequene of the gauge anellation is that, as we have mentioned in the in-

trodution, we an atually use Gordon identities to rewrite new physis ontributions

into the form of Eq. (1), even for t and b o�-shell. Let us assume that some new physis

at a high sale gives a ontribution to the Wtb vertex of the form

∆L = − v

Λ2
b̄ kµ(cLPL + cRPR) t W−

µ + H.c. , (19)

with cL, cR onstants, plus additional triple and quarti ontributions implied by gauge

invariane. We an also write ∆L as

∆L = ∆L1 + ∆L2 , (20)
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with

∆L1 = − v

Λ2
b̄ [kµ(cLPL + cRPR) − iσµνqν(cLPL + cRPR)

−(mbcL + mtcR)γµPL − (mtcL + mbcR)γµPR] t W−
µ + H.c. ,

∆L2 = − v

Λ2
b̄ [iσµνqν(cLPL + cRPR) + (mbcL + mtcR)γµPL

+(mtcL + mbcR)γµPR] t W−
µ + H.c. (21)

Beause of the anellation mentioned, the ontribution of ∆L1 (whih has the same

form as O2, with gf1L,2L = (2MWv/Λ2) cL,R) to single top prodution and deay van-

ishes, thus we an e�etively make the replaement

∆L → ∆L2 , (22)

whih amounts to using the Gordon identities on ∆L independently of whether the

top and bottom quarks are on-shell or not. Obviously, the same statement applies to

σµνkν-type ontributions as well.

3 The t-hannel proess

This proess involves the sattering of a light quark and a gluon from the proton sea,

as shown in Fig. 2 (a,b). (We will often refer to the tb̄j and tj proesses generially,

u

g b

b

d

t

W

u

g t

t

d

b

W

u

b

d

t

W

(a) (b) ()

Figure 2: Sample Feynman diagrams for single top prodution in the t-hannel proess.

Additional diagrams are obtained by rossing the light quark fermion line, and/or

replaing (u, d) by (c, s). The diagrams for antitop prodution are the harge onjugate

ones.

understanding that the same applies to the harge onjugate proesses t̄bj and t̄j.

When there is some di�erene we will note it expliitly.) Diagram (a) where the gluon

splits into a bb̄ pair is the dominant one in the SM, but diagram (b) has to be inluded

as well in order to form a gauge invariant set. For low transverse momentum pb̄
T of the
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b̄ quark, there are large logarithmi orretions to the ross setion from the internal b

propagator, whih an be resummed by introduing a b quark PDF in the proton [10℄

and desribing the proess as 2 → 2 body, as shown in diagram (). The extra b̄

quark is generated in this ase from initial state radiation (ISR) in a parton shower

Monte Carlo. When merging the 2 → 2 and 2 → 3 proesses, one has to be areful to

avoid double ounting in the low pb̄
T region. One possibility is to perform a mathing as

suggested in Ref. [11℄, based on the pb̄
T distribution shown in Fig. 3. For the tb̄j proess

it is required that the b̄ quark has transverse momentum above ertain value, pb̄
T > putT ,

while for the tj proess a veto pb̄
ISR

T < putT is imposed in the parton shower Monte Carlo.

The ross setion for the low-pb̄
T region is determined from the next-to-leading order

(NLO) value and the ross setion above the ut, for whih the perturbative alulation

is reliable. This amounts to normalise the ross setion in the low-pb̄
T region with a K

fator,

Kσ(tj, pb̄
ISR

T < putT ) = σ
NLO

− σ(tb̄j, pb̄
T > putT ) . (23)

As it has been shown in Ref. [12℄, the hoie putT = 10 GeV leads to a smooth transition

between the high-pb̄
T region from diagrams (a,b) and the low-pb̄

T region, desribed by

diagram () plus an additional b̄
ISR

quark from ISR. Furthermore, it gives very good

agreement for the kinematial distributions of various variables with the full QCD NLO

alulation, as implemented in the generators ZTOP [13℄ and MCFM [14℄. This is important

in order to obtain an aurate predition for the κ oe�ients orresponding to σµν

ouplings, in whih the vertex involves a momentum fator. This mathing presription

also has the advantage that it avoids introduing negative weight events, as it happens

with proedures involving a subtration term [15, 16℄ and an easily be implemented

in a Monte Carlo generator. Eletroweak orretions are small, only a −1.5% [17℄, and

do not modify the kinematis.

For eah tj, tb̄j sub-proess bu → td, gu → tb̄d, et. (some of the amplitudes are

related by rossing symmetry) the squared matrix elements are alulated analytially

with FORM [18℄, taking the Wtb interation in Eq. (1) and keeping mb non-vanishing.

Then, the ontributions to the ross setion of the di�erent produts of anomalous

ouplings in Eq. (2) are obtained by identifying in the squared matrix element the term

multiplying eah ombination of ouplings, and then integrating these terms separately

over phase spae and PDFs. Obviously, the ross setion is the sum of all terms, and

the κ oe�ients in Eq. (2) are obtained by dividing by the V 2
L term. A ross-hek

of all matrix elements is performed alulating them numerially with HELAS [19℄,

extended to inlude the non-renormalisable σµν
and kµ

ouplings in Eqs. (1) and (17).

Both the analytial and numerial matrix elements agree within several digits. For the

alulation of the ross setions we use CTEQ6M [20℄ PDFs with the sales advoated in

9
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Figure 3: Normalised transverse momentum distribution for the b̄ quark in the t-hannel

proess, when it is generated from the hard proess or from ISR in the parton-shower

Monte Carlo.

Ref. [21℄: Q2 = q2
for the light quark, Q2 = q2+m2

t for the initial b and Q2 = (pb̄
T )2+m2

b

for the gluon (q is the momentum of the t-hannel W boson). We take mt = 175 GeV,

MW = 80.39 GeV, mb = 4.8 GeV, and use the NLO ross setions σ
NLO

(t) = 155.9+5.8
−6.3

pb, σ
NLO

(t̄) = 90.7+3.4
−3.7 pb [13℄ (the unertainties have been resaled to ∆mt = 1.8

GeV).

The ut pb̄
T > 10 GeV in the tb̄j proess an readily be performed at the generator

level, obtaining ross setions σ(tb̄j) = 80.9 pb, σ(t̄bj) = 48.3 pb. The veto pb̄
ISR

T < 10

GeV for the tj proess is more involved. It is implemented by linking Pythia 6.4 [22℄

to the Monte Carlo integration program. During the numerial integration of the ross

setion, eah weighted event is feeded into Pythia, whih adds the ISR. Subsequently,

the event is aepted (in whih ase it is onsidered for the integration) or rejeted.

The e�et of the pb̄
ISR

T < 10 veto on the κ oe�ients amounts to a few perent, thus

the systemati unertainty originating from ISR modeling in Pythia is expeted to be

small. The results for the most relevant oe�ients in tj, t̄j, tb̄j and t̄bj are shown

in Tables 1 and 2, omitting for brevity the oe�ients whih are smaller than 0.1 for

both t and t̄ prodution. In eah blok, the �rst olumn orresponds to the interval of

variation when CTEQ6M or MRST 2006 [23℄ PDFs are used. The seond olumn is

the unertainty from the hoie of fatorisaion sale, and the third and fourth olumns

represent the unertainties orresponding to ∆mt = 1.8 GeV and ∆mb = 220 MeV,

respetively. Monte Carlo statistial unertainties are of order 10−3
in most ases,

and the same random seeds are used in all samples in order to redue the statistial

�utuations among them. The most salient features of the results in Tables 1 and 2

are:
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tj t̄j

κ ∆Q ∆mt ∆mb κ ∆Q ∆mt ∆mb

V 2
R

0.916− 0.923 +0.

−0.

+0.

−0.

+0.

−0.
1.082 − 1.084 +0.

−0.

+0.

−0.

+0.

−0.

g2
L

1.75 − 1.79 +0.044

−0.038

+0.007

−0.035

+0

−0.027 2.16 − 2.17 +0.035

−0.022

+0.014

−0.032

+0.

−0.

g2
R

2.18 +0.042

−0.033

+0.014

−0.034

+0.

−0.022 1.75 − 1.77 +0.042

−0.033

+0.007

−0.033

+0.

−0.025

VLgR −(0.348− 0.365) +0.007
−0.011

+0.

−0.

+0.

−0.
−(0.038− 0.040) +0.010

−0.009
+0.

−0.

+0.

−0.

VRgL −(0.006− 0.008) +0.006
−0.005

+0.

−0.

+0.

−0.
−(0.399− 0.408) +0.

−0.008
+0.

−0.

+0.

−0.

Table 1: Representative κ fators for the tj and t̄j proesses and their unertainties,

explained in the text. Errors smaller than 0.005 are omitted.

tb̄j t̄bj

κ ∆Q ∆mt ∆mb κ ∆Q ∆mt ∆mb

V 2
R

0.927− 0.932 +0.005
−0.

+0.

−0.

+0.

−0.
1.068− 1.069 +0.

−0.005
+0.

−0.

+0.

−0.

VLVR −0.117 +0.

−0.

+0.

−0.

+0.005
−0.005 −0.126 +0.

−0.

+0.

−0.

+0.006
−0.006

g2
L

1.96 − 2.01 +0.070

−0.056

+0.005

−0.005

+0.

−0.
2.98 − 3.00 +0.040

−0.040

+0.014

−0.014

+0.

−0.

g2
R

2.97 − 2.98 +0.056

−0.043

+0.013

−0.013

+0.

−0.
2.08 − 2.11 +0.056

−0.045

+0.006

−0.007

+0.

−0.

VLgR −(0.539 − 0.550) +0.012

−0.010

+0.

−0.

+0.

−0.
−(0.169 − 0.172) +0.010

−0.010

+0.014

−0.013

+0.

−0.

VRgL −(0.121 − 0.134) +0.009
−0.011

+0.

−0.

+0.

−0.
−(0.567 − 0.571) +0.014

−0.013
+0.

−0.

+0.

−0.

Table 2: Representative κ fators for the tb̄j and t̄bj proesses and their unertainties,

explained in the text. Errors smaller than 0.005 are omitted.

(i) The oe�ients of the V 2
R terms are not equal to unity, in ontrast with the other

single top proesses studied in the next two setions. This is easy to understand

with the examination of the squared matrix element for the bu → td and ud̄ → tb̄

proesses, related by rossing symmetry. In both ases the oe�ient of V 2
L

is proportional to (pu · pb)(pd · pt) (see Fig. 2), while the oe�ient of V 2
R is

proportional to (pu · pt)(pd · pb). In the s-hannel proess ud̄ → tb̄, integration in

phase spae renders the oe�ients of V 2
L and V 2

R equal, but this is not the ase

for the t-hannel proess bu → td. In the latter, the two oe�ients are di�erent

even in the ase of all fermions massless.

(ii) The oe�ient of the V 2
R term is di�erent for single top and single antitop pro-

dution, but the di�erenes anel to a large extent in the total ross setion.

This property makes the ratio R(t̄/t) = σ(t̄)/σ(t) more sensitive to a VR ompo-

nent than the total ross setion itself. A purely left-handed interation yields

a total (top plus antitop) ross-setion of 246 pb, while a purely right-handed
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interation gives a total of 241 pb. Even in this extreme ase, the di�erene

is only of 1.9%, too small to be observed given the experimental unertainties

involved (see setion 6). However, for a left-handed interation R(t̄/t) = 0.58,

while for a right-handed interation R(t̄/t) = 0.68, and this 17% di�erene should

be visible. Nevertheless, its sensitivity to VR is superseeded by top deay angular

distributions [6, 7℄ (see appendix B.).

1

(iii) The oe�ients of the g2
L and g2

R terms are larger than unity, as expeted from the

qν enhanement fator in the interation. Moreover, they are larger for tb̄j than

for tj, due to the larger energy involved when pb̄
T is larger (hene the importane

of desribing orretly the tail of the pb̄
T distribution).

(iv) Interferenes among anomalous ouplings are important, and in some ases the

orresponding terms have oe�ients of order unity. This implies that taking only

one nonzero anomalous oupling at a time is by far a too simplisti assumption,

and the possible anellations among anomalous ouplings have to be explored

and onstrained using as muh information as possible, from single top prodution

ross setions as well as from top deay asymmetries.

We onlude this setion by omparing these results with the ones obtained using

an alternative proedure to remove double ounting, whih is to subtrat from the

ross setion a term involving the �rst order logarithmi orretions inluded in the

2 → 3 proess [15, 16℄. This term σ
sub

is alulated by replaing in the alulation of

the bq → tj ross setions the b quark PDF by

f̃b(x, Q) =
αs(Q)

2π
log

Q2

m2
b

∫ 1

x

dz

z

[

z2 + (1 − z)2

2

]

fg(x/z, Q) , (24)

where fg is the gluon PDF. For onveniene, the double ounting term an be subtrated

from the tj ontribution. The ross setions obtained an be read in Table 3. In order

to ompare with the results obtained using the mathing presription we separate the tj

and tb̄j ross setions in two regions, depending on whether pb̄
T is larger or smaller than

10 GeV. The total ross setion is larger than in previous ase, where we normalised

ross setions to the NLO value. Notie that with the subtration method a 20% of

the ross setion for pb̄
T > 10 GeV is given by the 2 → 2 proess tj plus ISR, whih has

a softer spetrum. The κ fators for eah region an be alulated by summing the tj

(minus the subtration term) and tb̄j ontributions for eah oupling and dividing the

1

A VR term is indiretly onstrained by the measured rate of b → sγ [24�27℄ but, if our aim is

to obtain diret and model-independent measurements of the Wtb interation we annot rely on suh

indiret measurements whih, on the other hand, are muh more restritive.
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result by the V 2
L term. The most important κ fators are listed in Table 4, alulated

with this method and with the mathing at 10 GeV. We also inlude the values obtained

using only the tb̄j proess, for both the low and high pb̄
T regions.

pb̄
T < 10 GeV pb̄

T > 10 GeV Total

σ(tj) − σ
sub

(tj) 28.3 16.4 44.6

σ(tb̄j) 50.4 80.9 131.3

σ(t̄j) − σ
sub

(t̄j) 18.1 10.8 28.9

σ(t̄bj) 31.6 48.3 79.9

Table 3: Cross setions (in pb) for the t-hannel proess when the subtration proedure

is applied.

Single top

pb̄
T < 10 GeV pb̄

T > 10 GeV

M S tb̄j M S tb̄j

V 2
R 0.915 0.921 0.916 0.927 0.923 0.927

g2
L 1.75 1.61 1.60 1.96 1.98 1.96

g2
R 2.18 1.99 2.01 2.97 2.90 2.97

Single antitop

pb̄
T < 10 GeV pb̄

T > 10 GeV

M S tb̄j M S tb̄j

V 2
R 1.084 1.075 1.081 1.068 1.073 1.068

g2
L 2.16 2.03 2.11 2.98 2.90 2.98

g2
R 1.75 1.66 1.71 2.08 2.08 2.08

Table 4: Comparison of some κ fators alulated with the mathing (M) and subtra-

tion (S) presriptions, and using only the tb̄j proess

For κVR
the agreement is very good, better than 1%. For κgL

and κgR
the values

obtained with the subtration mathod are generally smaller. The agreement for pb̄
T > 10

GeV, where the dependene on anomalous ouplings is stronger, is better than 3%, of

the same order of the theoretial unertainties quoted in Table 2. The di�erenes for

pb̄
T < 10 GeV are more signi�ant but always below 10%. In summary, both methods

for removing double ounting give results not very di�erent, and similar to the ones

obtained just using the tb̄j proess. The results obtained with the mathing are believed

13



to be more aurate, for the reasons explained above.

4 tb̄ prodution

This proess is mediated by s-hannel Feynman diagrams as the one depited in Fig. 4.

In Ref. [13℄ it has been shown that NLO orretions do not signi�antly modify the

kinematis and an be aounted for by a K fator. Thus, the e�et of anomalous

Wtb ouplings is expeted to be well approximated by inluding this K fator in the

tree-level ross setion involving anomalous ouplings. The NLO ross setions are

σ
NLO

(t) = 6.56±0.38 pb, σ
NLO

(t̄) = 4.09±0.24 pb [13℄. Partial higher-order results are

u

d

b

t

W

Figure 4: Feynman diagram for single top prodution in the tb̄ proess. An additional

diagram is obtained replaing (u, d) by (c, s). For antitop prodution the diagrams are

the harge onjugate ones.

also known [28℄, and inrease the tb̄ ross setion by about ∼ 10%. Their impat in the

tb̄ �nal state experimentally analysed, onsisting of tb̄ prodution plus ontamination

from tj and tb̄j (see setion 6) is of only 3%, muh smaller than the experimental

unertainty whih is around 20%. Anyway, they an be inluded with a K fator.

In our alulations we use CTEQ6M PDFs with Q =
√

s, obtaining σ(tb̄) = 4.62

pb, σ(t̄b) = 2.88 pb. The alulation of the κ fators and their unertainties proeeds

in the same way as for tj and tb̄j in the previous setion. Results are shown in Table 5,

inluding unertainties from PDFs, fatorisation sale, the top and the b quark masses.

We point out that the fators multiplying V 2
L and V 2

R in the ross setion are equal,

then κVR
equals unity. We also have κgL = κgR

, κVLgL = κVRgR
, κVLgR = κVRgL

. From

Table 5 we observe that:

(i) The κ fators of g2
L and g2

R are a fator of four larger than for the t-hannel proess,

beause in tb̄ prodution the s-hannel W boson arries a larger momentum, and

so the qν fator in the σµν
vertex gives a larger enhanement.

14



tb̄ t̄b

κ ∆Q ∆mt ∆mb κ ∆Q ∆mt ∆mb

V 2
R

1 � � � 1 � � �

VLVR 0.121 +0.

−0.

+0.

−0.

+0.005

−0.005 0.127 +0.

−0.

+0.

−0.

+0.006

−0.006

g2
L
, g2

R
13.06− 13.10 +0.25

−0.21

+0.26

−0.26

+0.

−0.
12.22 − 12.28 +0.21

−0.18

+0.25

−0.24

+0.

−0.

gLgR 1.23 +0.007
−0.008

+0.012
−0.012

+0.055
−0.055 1.25 +0.008

−0.009
+0.013
−0.013

+0.056
−0.056

VLgL, VRgR −0.415 +0.

−0.

+0.

−0.

+0.018
−0.018 −0.426 +0.

−0.

+0.

−0.

+0.019
−0.019

VLgR, VRgL −5.51 +0.009

−0.010

+0.057

−0.057

+0.

−0.
−5.48 +0.008

−0.010

+0.057

−0.056

+0.

−0.

Table 5: κ fators for the tb and t̄b proesses and their unertainties, explained in the

text. Errors smaller than 0.005 are omitted.

(ii) For tb̄ and t̄b prodution the fators are very similar, although not equal (the

di�erene is not due to Monte Carlo statistis, whih is very high). Then, the

measurement of the ratio σ(t̄b)/σ(tb̄) is not as useful as in the t-hannel proess.

(iii) Interferenes among ouplings are again important, in partiular between VL and

gR, and between VR and gL.

Finally, it must be remarked that tb̄ prodution, with a ross setion muh smaller than

the t-hannel proess, has a large ontamination from the latter in a real experiment.

This is taken into aount in the limits presented in setion 6.

5 tW prodution

At lowest order, the gb → tW−
proess is mediated by the two diagrams in Fig. 5, where

the initial b quark omes from splitting g → bb̄ of a gluon in the proton sea. The harge

onjugate proess exhibits the same features and has the same ross setion, so we will

often refer only to tW−
prodution for brevity. Even at this order the t and b quarks

b

g

W

t

t

b

g

W

t

b

Figure 5: Feynman diagrams for single top prodution in the gb → tW−
proess.
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entering the Wtb vertex are not on their mass shell in the �rst and seond diagrams,

respetively. Like the t-hannel proess, tW−
prodution has a NLO orretion from

gg → tW−b̄. However, an important di�erene is that the full gauge invariant set of

g1

g2

b

t

W
t

b

g2

g1

b

t

W
t

b

g1

g2

b

t

Wb

b

g2

g1

b

t

Wb

b

g1

g2

b

t

W

b

g1

g2

t

b

Wt

t

g2

g1

t

b

Wt

t

g1

g2

t

b

W

t

Figure 6: Feynman diagrams for gg → tW−b̄. The two initial gluons are labelled as g1

and g2 for larity. The last three diagrams orrespond to resonant tt̄ prodution with

deay t̄ → W−b̄.

8 Feynman diagrams for gg → tW−b̄ (see Fig. 6) also inludes on-shell tt̄ prodution

with t̄ → W−b̄, whose ross setion is about one order of magnitude larger than for

tW−
itself. Apart from the displeasing fat of onsidering tt̄ as a huge �orretion� to

tW−
prodution, this is not onvenient from a pratial point of view. The motivation

for studying single top prodution in this paper, and perhaps the main reason to study

these proesses at all, is to measure Vtb and set limits on anomalous Wtb ouplings.

But the tt̄ ross setion is atually independent of the Wtb interation. Top pairs are

produed in a QCD proess and, as long as t → Wb dominates the top deay (whih

is expeted, due to the smallness of Vtd and Vts), the branhing ratio is independent as

well. It must be pointed out, however, that if one restrits the invariant mass of the

W−
boson and b̄ quark mWb to selet only o�-peak ontributions, for example requiring

|mWb − mt| > 20 GeV, then the gg → tt̄ → tW−b̄ ross setion in this region does

depend on the Wtb oupling, e.g. it sales with V 2
L like in single top prodution. Still,

the total ross setion in all phase spae remains independent, beause the ross setion

around the peak (whose height is determined by the top width Γt, whih depends on

Wtb ouplings) ompensates the variations in the region where the t̄ quark is o�-shell.

Sine the total gg → tt̄ → tW−b̄ ross setion is pratially independent of the

Wtb interation,

2

if one wants to study the in�uene of the latter on the total tW−b̄

ross setion it is natural to onsider gg → tt̄ → tW−b̄ as �bakground� and the exess

2

Of ourse, this does not prelude the fat that the t̄ → W−b̄ angular distribution and the W
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of events over it, whih depends on VL and anomalous ouplings, as �signal�. This

approah is onvenient from the point of view of the experimental analysis as well.

The single top signal is then

σ
signal

≡ σ8(gg → tW−b̄) − σ3(gg → tt̄ → tW−b̄) , (25)

where the �rst term σ8 inludes the full set of 8 diagrams in Fig. 6 and the seond term

σ3 only involves the three resonant tt̄ prodution diagrams with t̄ deay (the last three

diagrams). Clearly,

σ
signal

= σ5(gg → tW−b̄) + σ
int

, (26)

so that the tW−b̄ exess over the tt̄ �bakground� is due to the 5 non-resonant diagrams

in Fig. 6 (σ5) plus their interferene with tt̄ prodution (this equation de�nes σ
int

). This

interferene is not negligible, and amounts to a −20%. Note that this alulation of

the single top ontribution involving subtration of tt̄ involves small violations of gauge

invariane of order Γt/mt.

There is a di�erent (gauge invariant) method in the literature [42, 43℄ proposed to

remove the tt̄ ontribution from tW−b̄, whih onsists in performing a ut requiring

|mWb −mt| larger than some quantity, of the order of 15− 20 GeV. But still with this

kinematial ut the tt̄ ontribution is omparable to the non-resonant one. In Table 6

we ollet, for various mWb uts, the ross setions orresponding to several subsets

of diagrams, using CTEQ6L1 PDFs with Q = mt + MW [44℄.

3

Notie that even for

|mWb−mt| > 50 GeV the tt̄ ontribution σ3 is omparable (a 40%) to the non-resonant

one σ5, and their interferene is large (−30%). This is not surprising, beause the

three tt̄ diagrams do not have any partiular suppression, and outside the mWb peak

they are expeted to have similar size as the non-resonant ones. Thus, tt̄ ontributions

annot be fully removed by this method (see also Ref. [45℄). One ould still argue

that tt̄ prodution outside the mWb peak behaves as single top prodution, beause the

ross setion in this phase spae region depends on VL and anomalous ouplings, and

might be tempted to inlude it as single top prodution. But separating tt̄ → tW−b̄ in

two parts, near the peak and o�-peak, makes the former (whih is judiiously taken as

�bakground�) also dependent on Wtb ouplings and only ompliates the analysis.

4

polarisation, as well as the kinematial distributions determined by them, depend on the struture of

the Wtb vertex, as it is well known [3, 5, 29�41℄.

3

To our knowledge, there is no study in the literature omparing the leading order (LO) and NLO

kinematis for tW−

prodution, unlike in s- and t-hannel single top prodution [12, 13℄. Then, we

onservatively use LO PDFs for the tW−

and tW−b̄ proesses.

4

Note however that a ut on mWb will likely be useful to redue the tt̄ bakground and thus the

experimental unertainty assoiated to the subtration. Then, in the real analysis a tt̄ subtration

with a mWb ut may yield the best results. This issue requires a detailed evaluation of systemati

unertainties and is beyond the sope of the present work.
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σ8 σ3 σ8 − σ3 σ5 σ
int

no ut 439 426 12.9 16.5 -3.6

15 GeV 24.7 13.6 11.1 14.5 -3.5

25 GeV 18.0 8.20 9.81 13.2 -3.4

50 GeV 10.70 4.19 6.51 9.71 -3.20

Table 6: Cross setions (in pb) for gg → tW−b̄ involving di�erent subsets of Feynman

diagrams: the full set (σ8), resonant tt̄ prodution (σ3), non-resonant diagrams (σ5)

and interferene between tt̄ and non-resonant diagrams (σ
int

). A kinematial ut on

|mWb − mt| is applied in all but the �rst row (see the text). For the harge onjugate

proess gg → t̄W+b the ross setions are equal.

There is a very interesting feature whih an also be observed in the last olumn of

Table 6. The net interferene between tt̄ → tW−b̄ and non-resonant diagrams nearly

vanishes around the mWb peak. Interferene terms have the form

ReM∗
iMj = ReM∗

iM̃j
1

m2
Wb − m2

t + imtΓt
, (27)

where Mi, Mj are the amplitudes of a non-resonant and resonant diagram, respe-

tively, and M̃j the latter without the t̄ propagator, whih has a momentum p2
t̄ = m2

Wb.

Sine the two amplitudes do not have relative omplex phases (exept for the t̄ propa-

gator) the produt Mij ≡ M∗
iM̃j is real, and we have

ReM∗
iMj = MijRe

1

m2
Wb − m2

t + imtΓt

= Mij
m2

Wb − m2
t

(m2
Wb − m2

t )
2 + (mtΓt)2

. (28)

Near the peak at m2
t the fator Mij is expeted to be approximately onstant, so that

integration in m2
Wb within a symmetri interval [m2

t − nΓt, m
2
t + nΓt] with n not too

large gives a vanishing interferene. The anellation an be niely observed in Fig. 7:

for mWb < mt the interferene is positive, while for mWb > mt it is negative, leading

to a non-trivial peak-dip struture. This also implies that σ
int

is rather independent

of the top width, even if it is hanged by a fator of four.

5

This feature is ruial for

our analysis, beause it allows us to safely neglet the dependene of Γt on anomalous

ouplings, and justi�es expanding σ8 − σ3 in terms of κ fators and produts of Wtb

ouplings, as done in Eq. (2). (Non-resonant ontributions in σ5 are already pratially

independent of Γt, whih is negligible in the denominators.)

Subtrating the tt̄ → tW−b̄ ontribution and onsidering σ8 − σ3 as our signal also

has some drawbaks. For example, one has to introdue negative weight events, as

5

It must be noted that the e�et of anomalous ouplings in the top width is muh more modest

than in single top ross setions due to the di�erent momenta sales involved.
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Figure 7: Kinematial distribution of mWb for the single top signal in Eq. (26) and its

two ontributions. The ross setions are in pb.

it is apparent from Fig. 7. More importantly, the pb̄
T distribution does not exhibit a

good behaviour, and even beomes negative for pb̄
T > 80 GeV. In Fig. 8 we present

this distribution for tW−b̄ in three ases: (i) when the tt̄ → tW−b̄ ontribution is

subtrated; (ii) when a ut of 15, 25 or 50 GeV is applied on |mWb−mt|; (iii) when the

b̄ quark is generated from ISR added to the tW−
proess by Pythia. The distribution

after tt̄ subtration is very soft, in ontrast with the ase when a ut is applied on mWb,

indiating that tt̄ → tW−b̄ give the b̄ quarks with higher pb̄
T even away from the peak.
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Figure 8: Normalised transverse momentum distribution for the b̄ quark in the tW−b̄

proess in several ases: for the hard tW−b̄ proess subtrating the tt̄ ontribution

(solid line), with a ut on |mWb − mt| of 15, 25 or 50 GeV (dotted lines, from top

to bottom) and from ISR added to the tW−
proess in a parton shower Monte Carlo

(dashed line).

This bad behaviour of the pb̄
T distribution makes it di�ult to perform a mathing
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between tW−
and tW−b̄ like the one used in setion 3 for the t-hannel proess, unless

some unrealisti putT is hosen. Instead, we remove double ounting between tW−

and tW−b̄ by subtrating the �rst order logarithmi orretions inluded in the 2 → 3

proess [43,46℄, alulated by replaing in the alulation of the gb → tW−
ross setion

the b quark PDF by the funtion in Eq. (24). The subtration term is rather large [43℄:

using CTEQ6L1 PDFs and Q = mt +MW we �nd σ(gb → tW−) = 28.5 pb, and for the

subtration term σ
sub

= 21.0 pb. Notie that σ(gb → tW−)−σ
sub

+σ5(gg → tW−b̄) =

24.0 pb, a 15% smaller than the �rst order result for σ(gb → tW−). The interferene

with tt̄ → tW b̄ further dereases the total ross setion to 20.4 pb, a 28% smaller than

σ(gb → tW−).

For tW−
we alulate the κ fators as in the previous single top proesses, using

a squared matrix element alulated analytially with FORM (and numerially heked

with HELAS) in whih the di�erent ontributions are identi�ed. For tW−b̄, the larger

number of diagrams (8, giving 36 terms in the squared amplitude) and the number

of produts of ouplings in eah make this approah unsuitable. We alulate the κ

fators numerially by evaluating the squared matrix element iteratively, with di�erent

Wtb ouplings. Taking one oupling equal to one and the rest zero, we an obtain

the four oe�ients of quadrati terms. Then, taking two ouplings equal to one

and the rest vanishing allows to extrat the six interferene terms, subtrating the

quadrati ontributions previously alulated. The results are presented in Tables 7

and 8, omitting the κ oe�ients smaller than 0.1. The unertainties have the same

soure as in the previous setions: the intervals in the �rst olumn orrespond to the

PDF unertainty, and the last three olumns to the unertainties from fatorisation

sale, the top mass and the bottom mass, respetively. In these proesses both top and

antitop prodution have the same values of κ, providing an additional ross-hek of

our alulations.

κ ∆Q ∆mt ∆mb

V 2
R 1 � � �

g2
L, g2

R 3.46 − 3.57 +0.23
−0.11

+0.015
−0.015

+0.009
−0.008

VLgR, VRgL 1 � � �

Table 7: Representative κ fators for the tW−
and t̄W+

proesses and their unertain-

ties, explained in the text. Errors smaller than 0.005 are omitted.
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κ ∆Q ∆mt ∆mb

V 2
R 1 � � �

g2
L, g2

R 4.51 − 4.73 +0.19
−0.04

+0.009
−0.027

+0.030
−0.

VLgR, VRgL 1.21 − 1.23 +0.014
−0.003

+0.005
−0.007

+0.
−0.

Table 8: Representative κ fators for the tW−b̄ and t̄W+b proesses and their uner-

tainties, explained in the text. Errors smaller than 0.005 are omitted.

6 Limits on anomalous ouplings

In this setion we present estimates of the limits that an be obtained from single top

ross setion measurements, and also with their ombination with top deay observ-

ables, whih an be measured either in single top or top pair prodution. We will show

that signi�ant bounds on anomalous ouplings an be obtained despite the possibility

of anellations and the ontamination among the three single top proesses. In these

estimates we will assume sensitivities for single top ross setion measurements based

on previous literature, and for top deay asymmetries A± and heliity ratios ρR,L (see

appendix B) we will take the experimental unertainties from tt̄ prodution. On the

other hand, the experimental preision for the measurement of the asymmetry ratio rbl

has not been estimated as yet. Nevertheless, the results are weakly dependent on the

sensitivity of this observable, provided that it is better than ∼ 8%. A more omplete

study will be presented elsewhere, inluding all experimental systemati unertainties

and the SM bakground.

6.1 Limits from single top prodution

The alulations of setions 3�5 have provided us with theoretial expressions for the

single top ross setions inluding anomalous Wtb ouplings. In order to link them

to real or simulated experimental data, the detetion e�ienies for eah single top

proess (i.e. the fration of events whih survive the seletion riteria required for

the experimental analysis) must be known. First, beause omparing an experimental

sample with a theoretial ross setion obviously requires to know whih fration of

the events produed are atually present in the sample analysed. But also beause

di�erent single top proesses will ontribute to a given �nal state, and the relative

weights determine the dependene on anomalous ouplings of the measured ross se-

tion. E�ienies depend on the �nal state onsidered, seletion riteria, et. and must

be determined at least with a fast detetor simulation. One these e�ienies are found
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for eah �nal state of interest, the experimental measurement of the ross setion and

its unertainty allow to set limits on anomalous ouplings.

This is best explained with an example. Experimentally, the t-hannel proess an

be investigated in �nal states with semileptoni top deay, requiring the presene of

a harged lepton, signi�ant missing energy, a b-tagged jet (from the top deay), a

forward jet with large transverse momentum and no additional jets with large pT to

suppress tt̄ prodution (see for example Ref. [47℄). On the other hand, the theoretial

alulation of this proess is onveniently separated into tj and tb̄j prodution. Their

respetive e�ienies εtj and εtb̄j an be omputed with a Monte Carlo simulation,

inluding detetor e�ets. Then, the predited number of single top events is

N = Ntj + Ntb̄j = εtj σ(tj)
SM

(

V 2
L + κVR

tj V 2
R + κVLVR

tj VLVR + . . .
)

+εtbj σ(tb̄j)
SM

(

V 2
L + κVR

tbj V 2
R + κVLVR

tbj VLVR + . . .
)

,

+εtb σ(tb̄)
SM

(

V 2
L + V 2

R + κVLVR

tb VLVR + . . .
)

,

+εtW σ(tW−)
SM

(

V 2
L + V 2

R + κVLVR

tW VLVR + . . .
)

,

+εtWb σ(tW−b̄)
SM

(

V 2
L + V 2

R + κVLVR

tWb VLVR + . . .
)

, (29)

where we have introdued additional subsripts on the κ fators to distinguish the

di�erent proesses. The last three terms represent the �ontamination� from the other

single top proesses, whih an be redued (i.e. making εtb, εtW , εtWb ≪ εtj , εtbj) with

suitable seletion riteria. For antitop prodution the expression is the same, but

substituting the numerial values for those orresponding to the harge onjugate pro-

esses. It is apparent that the funtional dependene on VL and anomalous ouplings

of the number of events observed is determined not only by the κ fators but also by

the SM ross setions and the e�ienies. This approah is di�erent from the usual

single top analyses: here all single top proesses are onsidered as signals, with di�er-

ent e�ienies and dependene on anomalous ouplings. Then, three �nal states an

be seleted trying to isolate eah of the proesses (t-hannel, tb̄ and tW−/tW−b̄) as

muh as possible. Nevertheless, ontributions from all proesses will always be present,

espeially from the t-hannel proess whih has a muh larger ross setion.

A seond issue to be onsidered is the dependene of e�ienies on Wtb ouplings.

Anomalous ouplings hange the angular and energy distributions both in the produ-

tion and the deay of the top quark, and then they a�et the e�ienies. A omplete

san over the 3-dimensional spae of anomalous ouplings to parameterise the e�ien-

ies is involved, but a simpler approah an also be followed. First, the SM e�ienies

an be used to obtain bounds on anomalous ouplings. With these bounds the e�ien-

ies an be reevaluated if a positive signal beyond the SM is found and, in any ase,
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their unertainties due to anomalous ouplings must be estimated and inluded in the

�nal results if they are found relevant. A similar proedure is foreseen for the study of

anomalous ouplings in top deays [7℄.

For these evaluations we have developed the Monte Carlo generator Protos for the

di�erent single top prodution proesses onsidered, inluding the deay of the top

quark and W boson(s) with �nite width and spin e�ets. Matrix elements for

bq → tq′ → W+bq′ → ℓ+νbq′ ,

gq → tq′b̄ → W+bq′b̄ → ℓ+νbq′b̄ ,

qq̄′ → tb̄ → W+bb̄ → ℓ+νbb̄ ,

gb → tW− → W+bW− → ℓ+νbq̄q′ ,

gg → tW−b̄ → W+bW−b̄ → ℓ+νbq̄q′b̄ (30)

and their harge onjugate are alulated with HELAS, with Wtb anomalous ouplings

implemented in the prodution as well as in the deay of the top quark. The output of

the generators provide events with the olour information neessary for hadronisation

in order to be interfaed to Pythia. These generators are also used to hek the e�et

of the top quark deay in the κ fators, whih is disussed in appendix C.

We alulate the e�ienies ε using a fast simulation of the ATLAS detetor [48℄.

We restrit ourselves to the eletron hannel, �nal states with a muon are alike. Event

samples for eah the proess are generated for �nal states ontaining at least one e±,

orresponding to luminosities of 30 fb

−1
for tj and tb̄j, 300 fb

−1
for tb̄ and 60 fb

−1

for tW−
and tW−b̄. For the latter proess, this requires simulating about two times

more events, so that the sum of events with positive and negative weight orresponds

to the ross setion times the luminosity. Results are �nally resaled to 30 fb

−1
. A K

fator of 1.54 [44, 49℄ is introdued in the tW−
, tW−b̄ proesses for onsisteny with

the other hannels, resulting in ross setion σ(tW− + tW−b̄) = 31.4 pb. Events are

passed through Pythia inluding pile-up, ATLFAST and ATLFASTB, where a b tagging

e�ieny of 60% is hosen. We onentrate ourselves on a �nal state for eah single

top prodution proess, requiring in all of them the presene of an isolated eletron

or positron with pT > 25 GeV and missing energy larger than 25 GeV. The rest of

seletion riteria, adopted to isolate eah proess as far as possible, are respetively:

(i) Final state 1 (for the t-hannel proess): a forward jet with pseudorapidity in the

range 2.5 < |η| < 5 with pT > 50 GeV; at least one entral b jet with pT > 30 GeV;

at most one additional entral jet, whih annot have pT > 30 GeV. The top quark

mass is reonstruted from the harged lepton and b quark momenta (if there are

more than one b jet we selet the one with largest transverse momentum), and
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the missing energy. The transverse neutrino momentum is assumed to equal the

missing energy of the event, and the longitudinal omponent is found solving a

quadrati equation requiring that (pe + pν)
2 = M2

W . The solution seleted is the

one with smaller pνz. One that the top quark momentum and its invariant mass

are reonstruted, the latter is required to be between 150 GeV and 225 GeV.

(ii) Final state 2 (for tb̄ prodution): we require that neither forward jets nor light

entral jets are present with transverse momentum larger than 15 GeV. Final

states must have two b-tagged jets with pT > 30 GeV.

(iii) Final state 3 (for tW−
and tW−b̄ prodution): the signal is enhaned requiring

one (and only one) b jet with pT > 30 GeV and at least two light jets with pT > 50

GeV. The invariant mass of the W deaying hadronially is reonstruted from

the two light jets with the largest transverse momentum, and it must be between

60 and 110 GeV.

The number of events for the �ve prodution proesses onsidered are listed in Table 9,

before and after the seletion riteria for the �nal states 1 (tj), 2 (tb̄) and 3 (tjj),

respetively. Comparing with Ref. [47℄, from where we take the experimental (statis-

tial plus systemati) unertainties expeted, we observe that these seletion riteria

reprodue the features most important for our analysis: (i) the t-hannel proess, with

a ross setion muh larger, an be leanly separated from the other two proesses; (ii)

the tb̄ proess has a large ontamination from t-hannel single top prodution, whih

is about two times larger even after seletion riteria are applied; (iii) tW− + tW−b̄

prodution an also be separated from the other proesses, and is about 4 times larger

after seletion. Exat agreement with Ref. [47℄ is not expeted, beause the signal

No sel sel 1 sel 2 sel 3

tj 391200 7914 398 570

tb̄j 430800 6231 1411 1265

tb̄ 35500 271.2 957.7 120.0

tW−
145200 250.5 106.0 3455

tW−b̄ 249800 392.0 111.5 4869.5

Table 9: Number of events for the di�erent single top prodution proesses in �nal

states ontaining at least one e± (�rst olumn) and after the seletion riteria orre-

sponding to the three �nal states studied. The luminosity assumed is 30 fb

−1
.

modeling is di�erent (only tb̄j is onsidered in the t-hannel proess and the tW−b̄
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orretion is not added to tW−
prodution) and pile-up was not inluded in those sim-

ulations. For these reasons we have not applied the same seletion riteria but have

slightly adapted them. Optimisation of the uts is of ourse possible, as well as the use

of a likelihood analysis to further suppress the SM bakground, mainly onstituted by

top pair prodution. This is beyond the sope of the present disussion.

The expressions of the ross setions for arbitrary Wtb ouplings have been imple-

mented in TopFit [5℄, inluding their theoretial unertainties. The e�ienies for the

di�erent �nal states are alulated from Table 9, and it is assumed that the number

of measured events equals the SM expetation. The experimental errors assumed for

ross setion measurements in the three �nal states studied are [47℄:

Final state 1 (tj): 1.0% (stat)⊕ 11% (exp)⊕ 6% (bkg)⊕ 5% (lum) ,

Final state 2 (tb̄): 12% (stat)⊕ 12% (exp)⊕ 11% (bkg)⊕ 5% (lum) ,

Final state 3 (tjj): 1.5% (stat)⊕ 11% (exp)⊕ 9.1% (bkg)⊕ 5% (lum) , (31)

where in eah �nal state the �rst term orresponds to the statistial error (inluding

the bakground); the seond is the experimental unertainty from jet energy saling,

b tagging, et.; the third one arises from bakground normalisation, and the last one

from the luminosity determination. Errors are summed in quadrature, and amount

to a 13.5%, 20.8% and 15.2%, respetively. If, in the real experiment, these errors

an be dereased, e.g. with a jet energy alibration better than expeted or with a

di�erent reonstrution method, then the results will be orrespondingly better. The

experimental unertainty for the ratio R(t̄/t) in the �nal state 1 (tj) has been not

estimated yet. We assume a 2% statistial error, onsistent with the one in the �rst of

Eqs. (31). The luminosity unertainty anels in the ratio, whih is also less sensitive to

the bakground normalisation beause the largest bakground is tt̄ prodution, whih

ontributes equally to t and t̄ �nal states. Experimental errors from jet energy saling,

b tagging, et. will likely a�et the ratio to a lesser extent. For these unertainties we

tentatively assume a global value of 3%, to be summed in quadrature to the statistial

error. Correlations between experimental systemati unertainties in the di�erent �nal

states must be evaluated with a dediated analysis, and have not been inluded in

the limits. The orrelation between σ(t + t̄) and R(t̄/t) vanishes if the numbers of

events observed Nt, Nt̄ follow Gaussian statistis with standard deviations

√
N t,

√
N t̄.

The statistial derivation of limits on anomalous ouplings from observables is done

in TopFit with the aeptane-rejetion method, as explained in Refs. [5, 6℄, and the

limits presented here orrespond to a on�dene level of 68.3%.

Before disussing the ombined limits on the four Wtb ouplings it is illustrative

to onsider examples in whih some parameters are restrited to their SM values.
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Figure 9: Estimated two-dimensional limits (with 68.3% CL) on (VL, VR) and (gL, gR),

obtained from measurement of single top ross setions, with and without the ratio

R(t̄/t) for the tj �nal state.

In Fig. 9 we display two-dimensional limits in the ase that all ouplings exept the

pairs (VL, VR), (gL, gR), respetively, take their SM values. We distinguish the limits

obtained only from ross setions (in the three hannels) and when the ratio R(t̄/t) is

also inluded. The most interesting features of these results are:

(i) Limits on (VL, VR) reveal that, as antiipated in setion 3, the measurement of

single top ross setions alone annot disriminate VL against VR, and the ratio

R(t̄/t) must be inluded as well. This ratio is equivalent to the asymmetry

proposed in Ref. [2℄.

(ii) The inlusion of R(t̄/t) gives a moderate improvement in the limits on (gL, gR).

The ombined limits obtained leaving the four parameters arbitrary are presented

in Fig. 10. Bounds on VL and VR are rather loose even inluding R(t̄/t), beause of

anellations with terms involving gL and espeially gR. Limits on gL and gR are also

weaker than the orresponding ones in Fig. 9, up to a fator of two.

Some omments regarding these limits are in order. As it an be learly seen from

the left plot in Fig. 10, single top ross setion measurements will not provide a mea-

surement of VL by themselves, unless additional assumptions on the rest of ouplings

are made. Notie that even setting VR = 0, as it is often done in the literature, gives

a large interval [0.5, 1.2] for VL at 68.3% CL. The large allowed range for VL is aused

by the (partial) anellations among the ontributions to the ross setions involving

VL, VR, gL and gR, and the limited experimental sensitivity. In this way, sets of these

parameters very di�erent from the SM values VL = 1, VR = gL = gR = 0 give approxi-

mate agreement with the SM preditions for ross setions in the three hannels. The
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Figure 10: Combined limits on Wtb ouplings from single top ross setion measure-

ments, inluding R(t̄/t). The two graphs orrespond to di�erent projetions of the

4-dimensional allowed region (with 68.3% CL).

weakness of the limits obtained emphasises the importane of a ombination with top

deay observables, whih will be arried out in the next subsetion.

6.2 Combination with top deay observables

Angular distributions and asymmetries in top deays are in many ways omplementary

to single top ross setions, and the ombination of both provides muh stronger limits

on Wtb ouplings. While the former annot �x the value of VL, they are muh more

sensitive to VR, gL and gR than the latter. We will not address here the interplay

among single top prodution and top deay distributions in detail. This disussion

will be presented elsewhere, when all the details regarding the experimental sensitivity

for the observables involved will be studied. Still, it is very interesting to know the

possible result of a ombination, not only beause of the better limits obtained, but

also to test whether top deay asymmetries help improve the limits on Wtb ouplings

so that the e�ieny variations in single top prodution due to anomalous ouplings

are small.

In this ombination we assume for the observables A± and ρR,L the experimental

sensitivities of top pair prodution. These observables are redundant but they an be

ombined as long as their orrelation matrix is not singular [6℄. The ombination of

A±, ρR,L measurements in top pair and single top prodution will ertainly improve

the sensitivities with respet to these values and give tighter onstraints on anomalous

ouplings. For the asymmetry ratio rbl we tentatively assume an experimental error

of 2%, unorrelated with the former. Results are not strongly dependent on the rbl
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preision, as it will be demonstrated at the end of this subsetion. We do not inlude

rνl in the �ts, beause it gives no improvement over rbl alone unless their experimental

unertainties are similar. This is unlikely, due to the di�ulty in reonstruting the

momentum of the missing neutrino. For the ombination we do not inlude R(t̄/t)

either. This observable is superseeded by A± and ρR,L, and it would add some extra

information to the �ts only if its experimental preision was muh better than the one

estimated in the previous subsetion.

The ombined limits obtained from the expeted measurements of single top ross

setions, A±, ρR,L and rbl are presented in Fig. 11. These limits are far better than the
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Figure 11: Combined limits on Wtb ouplings from single top ross setion measure-

ments (exluding R(t̄/t)) and top deay observables A±, ρR,L, rbl. The two graphs

orrespond to di�erent projetions of the 4-dimensional allowed region (with 68.3%

CL).

ones obtained either with single top ross setions or top deay observables alone, and

learly show the bene�t of the ombination among them. In partiular,

(i) VL is bounded with a relatively good preision, 0.85 ≤ VL ≤ 1.11 at one sigma,

only a fator of 1.5 worse than the limit 0.92 ≤ VL ≤ 1.10 that an be ob-

tained from single top ross setion measurements under the assumption that all

anomalous ouplings vanish.

(ii) The onstraints on VR and gL are moderately strong, due to a �ne-tuned an-

ellation between them in A± and ρR,L. This anellation is dereased by the

measurement of rbl with a preision of ∼ 8% or better, as argued below.

(iii) Limits on gR are very stringent, −0.012 ≤ gR ≤ 0.024, even as good as the ones

whih have been previously obtained from top deay observables for VL = 1 and

assuming no anellation between VR and gL [6℄.
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We �nally point out the important role of the asymmetry ratio rbl, introdued in

this paper, in order to improve limits on Wtb ouplings. In Fig. 12 we display the

projetion on the (VR, gL) plane of the 4-dimensional ombined limits, distinguishing

the ases when rbl is not measured or it is measured with preisions of 8% and 2%.

In the �rst ase we an learly observe the �ne-tuned anellation between VR and gL

present in the observables A± and ρR,L. This anellation was already pointed out

in Ref. [6℄. Single top ross setion measurements do not signi�antly redue it, but

when the rbl measurement is added to the �ts the anellation is greatly dereased,

even if the preision in the measurement is not very high. Thus, the limits presented

in Fig. 11 will likely be maintained to a large extent even if the 2% goal for rbl annot

be ahieved.
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Figure 12: Projetion on the (VR, gL) plane of the ombined limits on Wtb ouplings

from single top ross setion measurements and top deay observables A±, ρR,L, without

rbl and with preisions of 8%, 2%.

6.3 E�ieny variation with anomalous ouplings

With the limits in Figs. 11 and 12 the e�ieny variation in single top prodution an

be evaluated, using some benhmark points. We selet the following parameter sets,

with anomalous ouplings in the boundary of the 68.3% CL regions:

Set A VL = 1 , VR = 0.3 , gL = 0.15 ,

Set B VL = 1 , gR = 0.024 , (32)

with the rest of ouplings not expliitly written taken to zero. Events are generated

for the tj, tb̄j, tb̄, tW−
and tW−b̄ proesses (and their harge onjugate) with eah set

of ouplings, and simulated as before. The seletion riteria (1�3) de�ned to isolate
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t-hannel, tb̄ and tW−
prodution, respetively, are applied. The resulting e�ienies

are gathered in Table 10, for the SM and the two sets of anomalous ouplings. The

quoted errors orrespond to the Monte Carlo statistial error. For sets A and B e�-

Final state 1 (tj)

SM Set A Set B

tj 2.02 ± 0.02 2.08 ± 0.02 2.07 ± 0.02

tb̄j 1.44 ± 0.02 1.40 ± 0.02 1.46 ± 0.02

tb̄ 0.76 ± 0.01 0.73 ± 0.01 0.74 ± 0.01

tW− 0.173 ± 0.008 0.161 ± 0.007 0.173 ± 0.008

tW−b̄ 0.146 ± 0.004 0.150 ± 0.004 0.151 ± 0.004

Final state 2 (tb̄)

SM Set A Set B

tj 0.102 ± 0.005 0.103 ± 0.005 0.104 ± 0.005

tb̄j 0.328 ± 0.009 0.315 ± 0.009 0.328 ± 0.009

tb̄ 2.70 ± 0.03 2.75 ± 0.03 2.70 ± 0.03

tW− 0.073 ± 0.005 0.082 ± 0.005 0.065 ± 0.005

tW−b̄ 0.071 ± 0.003 0.071 ± 0.003 0.071 ± 0.003

Final state 3 (tjj)

SM Set A Set B

tj 0.146 ± 0.006 0.158 ± 0.006 0.132 ± 0.006

tb̄j 0.294 ± 0.008 0.313 ± 0.009 0.292 ± 0.008

tb̄ 0.33 ± 0.10 0.38 ± 0.10 0.32 ± 0.10

tW− 2.38 ± 0.03 2.47 ± 0.03 2.39 ± 0.03

tW−b̄ 2.37 ± 0.02 2.38 ± 0.02 2.36 ± 0.02

Table 10: E�ienies (×100) for the di�erent single top prodution proesses in the

three �nal states studied (after seletion riteria), within the SM and for two sets of

anomalous ouplings.

ieny variations are rather mild for the relevant ontributions. (Proesses ontributing

marginally have larger variations partly due to statistis, but these variations are ir-

relevant for the limits �nally obtained.) In the tj �nal state, t-hannel proesses have

e�ieny variations smaller than 3%, well below the 13.5% experimental unertainty.
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In the tb̄ �nal state the tb̄ and tb̄j proesses have a variation up to 4.1%, whih is also

smaller than the experimental error of 20.8%, and in the tjj �nal state the tW−
and

tW−b̄ have a maximum variation of 3.8%, to be ompared with the 15.2% experimental

error. Hene, onsidering the e�ieny as the SM one is a good �rst approximation,

although the e�ieny variation an be taken into aount in a more detailed analysis.

7 Conlusions

Models beyond the SM allow for new physis e�ets in the Wtb vertex, either devia-

tions from unity in the CKM matrix element Vtb [50, 51℄ or Wtb anomalous ouplings,

generated radiatively [52, 53℄ or from new physis at a higher sale. The main pur-

pose of this paper has been to obtain expressions for single top ross setions at LHC

involving arbitrary Wtb ouplings. For de�niteness we have worked within the frame-

work of gauge invariant e�etive operators, whih allows to relate the Wtb and gWtb

ouplings from gauge invariane. SM extensions at the eletroweak sale an also give

radiative orretions to both triple and quarti verties, and in priniple the relation

between Wtb and gWtb may not be exatly the one predited by the SU(2)L × U(1)Y

symmetry, whih is broken at low energies. However, in this ase the analysis beomes

model-dependent and so the framework of gauge invariant e�etive operators remains

simpler.

We have expliitly shown that the only relevant Wtb ouplings for single top produ-

tion are the usual γµ
and σµνqν terms, despite the fat that in some of the prodution

proesses the top and/or bottom quarks involved in the Wtb interation are far from

their mass shell. For this, we have introdued a general parameterisation of the Wtb

vertex for o�-shell top and bottom quarks, in terms of the on-shell Lagrangian (with

γµ
and σµνqν terms) plus two �o�-shell� operators O1,2 whih vanish when the top and

bottom quarks are on their mass shell. Assuming that these ouplings arise from gauge

invariant operators, O1,2 have quarti gWtb verties O(4)
1,2 assoiated by gauge symme-

try, whih also ontribute to single top prodution. We have seen that the ombined

ontributions involving O1,2 and O(4)
1,2 identially anel, making the single top ross

setions independent of the o�-shell ouplings. This anellation redues the number

of relevant parameters in the Wtb vertex from 8 to 4 and thus simpli�es setting lim-

its from single top ross setions. Furthermore, it also implies that Gordon identities

an atually be used on gauge invariant new physis ontributions to the Wtb vertex,

rewritting kµ
and σµνkµ terms even for o�-shell t and b.

We have provided expressions for single top ross setions in terms of Wtb anoma-
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lous ouplings for (i) the t-hannel proess, inluding tj and tb̄j, for whih a mathing

has been performed to avoid double ounting; (ii) s-hannel tb̄ prodution; (iii) tW−

assoiated prodution inluding the tW−b̄ orretion, from whih the resonant tt̄ on-

tribution is subtrated at the ross setion level. These ross setions have been written

as a sum of produts of Wtb ouplings times numerial oe�ients,

σ = σ
SM

(

V 2
L + κVR V 2

R + κVLVR VLVR + κgL g2
L + κgR g2

R + . . .
)

, (33)

with the ouplings de�ned in Eqs. (1) and the dots standing for further interferene

terms. These expressions an be used to �t the LHC measurement of single top ross

setions and simultaneously obtain a measurement of Vtb and bounds on anomalous

ouplings. We have shown how this ould be done, taking into aount the theoretial

unertainty in single top ross setions and κ fators, as well as the expeted experi-

mental unertainty in ross setions [47℄. A di�erene with respet to usual single top

analyses is that here all single top proesses are onsidered as signals, with di�erent

e�ienies and also with a di�erent dependene on anomalous ouplings. Indeed, this

seems the most reasonable approah in an analysis aiming to measure Vtb and anoma-

lous ouplings, sine the ross setion of all single top proesses depend on them.

Bakgrounds are then onstituted by proesses with ross setions independent of the

Wtb interation, as for example tt̄ and W/Z prodution plus jets.

The limits obtained using only single top ross setions are not very strong beause

of the experimental unertainties assumed, of 13%, 21% and 15% for the t-hannel, tb̄

and tW−
proesses, respetively (whih may be a little onservative). Moreover, an-

ellations among the di�erent ouplings, whih have not been onsidered in previous

literature, prevent us from obtaining preise bounds using only ross setion measure-

ments. Nevertheless, limits an be greatly improved with the ombination with top

deay observables, suh as the angular asymmetries A±, heliity ratios ρR,L [5℄ and a

spin asymmetry ratio rbl introdued here. We have performed the ombination using

the expeted preision for A± and ρR,L in top pair prodution [6℄ and an estimate of

the sensitivity in the rbl measurement. It must be remarked that the limits obtained

make no assumption on the Wtb ouplings (exept that they are CP-onserving). Due

to the non-linearity of the equations used and the limited preision of the experimen-

tal observables, determining the Wtb ouplings without ambiguities is more involved

than merely ounting parameters and �nding an equal number of independent observ-

ables. Atually, it is non-trivial to �nd stringent limits on Wtb ouplings avoiding the

�ne-tuned anellations that an our, mainly between VR and gL. The asymmetry

ratio rbl (or any equivalent observable) plays a key role in improving the limits, as

demonstrated in Fig. 12.
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The results obtained from the global �t are very promising. Preise bounds on

several ouplings an be ahieved, as well as a measurement of Vtb whih is only a

fator of 1.5 less preise than the (model-dependent) one obtained setting all anomalous

ouplings to zero. These results have been shown to depend weakly on the sensitivity

to rbl if it is better than ∼ 8%, whih is likely to happen given the sensitivities of other

top deay observables. This ombination deserves a detailed investigation when the

expeted experimental preision of all the observables involved is known in one or more

top prodution and deay proesses, and it will be presented elsewhere.
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A Canellation of o�-shell operator ontributions

In this appendix we expliitly prove the anellation among o�-shell triple and quarti

ontributions to the gb → tW−
and gg → tW−b̄ amplitudes. We �rst rewrite O1,2 in

Eqs. (17) expanding the σµν
terms in both operators, obtaining

O1 = − g√
2MW

b̄ [−(f1LPL + f1RPR)γµ(pt6 −mt)

+(pb6 −mb)γ
µ(f1LPL + f1RPR)] t W−

µ + H.c. ,

O2 = − g√
2MW

b̄ [(f2LPL + f2RPR)γµ(pt6 −mt)

+(pb6 −mb)γ
µ(f2LPL + f2RPR)] t W−

µ + H.c. , (34)

where pt and pb are the momenta of the quarks involved in the vertex, following the

fermion �ow. Note that in deriving Eqs. (34) from the de�nition in Eqs. (17) we have

not used Gordon identities, so that the two sets of equations are ompletely equivalent

for t, b o�-shell. These alternative expressions for O1,2 are extremely useful to prove

the anellation among diagrams. Inidentally, Eqs. (34) make apparent the fat that

O1,2 anel when both the top and bottom quarks are on their mass shell, and they

also show that these two operators are not independent if either the top or the bottom

quark is on-shell. For top on-shell,

O1(f1L, f1R) −O2(f2L = f1L, f2R = f1R) = 0 , (35)
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whereas for the bottom quark on-shell

O1(f1L, f1R) + O2(f2L = f1L, f2R = f1R) = 0 , (36)

in obvious notation. Here we will restrit ourselves to the anellation among O2 and

O(4)
2 for brevity, beause the proof for O1 and O(4)

1 is almost idential, as it an be

observed from their expressions in Eqs. (34).

A.1 Canellation in the gb → tW−
amplitude

There are three Feynman diagrams ontributing to this proess, the two ones in Fig. 5,

involving a Wtb vertex, and a third one with a quarti gWtb oupling. We denote by

p1, p2, p3 and p4 the momenta of the external gluon, b quark, top quark and W boson,

respetively. The matrix element for the t-hannel diagram reads

M1 =
ggs√
2MW

1

p2
5 − m2

t

ū(p3) γν(p56 + mt) [(p56 −mt)γ
µ(f2RPL + f2LPR)] u(p2)

×ǫ∗µ(p4) ǫν(p1) , (37)

using the expression for O2 in Eqs. (34) and the fat that the b quark is on-shell,

p26 u(p2) = mbu(p2). The momentum of the internal top quark is p5 = p2 − p4. The

fator between brakets orresponds to the O2 vertex, up to numerial onstants. We

have suppressed olour indies and a λa/2 fator, whih are ommon to the three

diagrams, and after olour averaging and summing amount to a global fator of 1/6.

The internal top quark propagator anels with the (pt6 −mt) vertex fator and the

matrix element simpli�es to

M1 =
ggs√
2MW

ū(p3) γνγµ(f2RPL + f2LPR) u(p2) ǫ∗µ(p4) ǫν(p1) . (38)

The matrix element for the s-hannel diagram reads

M2 =
ggs√
2MW

1

p2
6 − m2

b

ū(p3) [(f2RPL + f2LPR)γµ(p66 −mb)] (p66 +mb)γ
ν u(p2)

×ǫ∗µ(p4) ǫν(p1) , (39)

where p6 = p1 + p2 is the momentum of the internal b quark, and we have used that

the external top quark is on-shell, ū(p3)p36 = ū(p3)mt. This simpli�es to

M2 =
ggs√
2MW

ū(p3) γµγν(f2RPL + f2LPR) u(p2) ǫ∗µ(p4) ǫν(p1) . (40)

Finally, the diagram involving the quarti interation gives

M(4)
1 = −

√
2ggs

MW
ū(p3) gµν(f2RPL + f2LPR) u(p2) ǫ∗µ(p4) ǫν(p1) , (41)

and the anellation follows from {γµ, γν} = 2gµν
.
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A.2 Canellation in the gg → tW−b̄ amplitude

The diagrams with Wtb verties ontributing to this proess are the same as in the SM,

shown in Fig. 6, and the additional diagrams with quarti gWtb verties are displayed

in Fig. 13. We number the diagrams from left to right and top to bottom. There are

g1

g2

b

t

Wt

g2

g1

b

t

Wt

g1

g2

b

t

Wb

g2

g1

b

t

Wb

g1

g2

b

t

W

Figure 13: Feynman diagrams for gg → tW−b̄ involving anomalous quarti verties.

The two initial state gluons are labelled as g1 and g2 for larity.

two di�erent olour �ows ontributing to the amplitude. The two diagrams involving

a triple gluon vertex ontribute to both olour �ows but anel with the last diagram

in Fig. 13,

M5 + M8 + M(4)
3 = 0 , (42)

in the same way as for gb → tW−
, explained in the previous subsetion. Then, we

onentrate ourselves on the remaining diagrams. The momenta of the two initial state

gluons are p1 and p2, and the momenta of the top quark, W boson and b quark are p3, p4

and p5, respetively. Inserting the expression of O2 from Eqs. (34), using the equations

of motion for the external top and bottom quarks and simplifying the propagators, the

matrix elements for the remaining diagrams are

M1 =
gg2

s√
2MW

[

1

p2
6 − m2

t

ū(p3) γν(p66 +mt)γ
µγσ(f2RPL + f2LPR) v(p5)

+
1

p2
7 − m2

b

ū(p3) (f2RPL + f2LPR)γνγµ(p76 +mb)γ
σ v(p5)

]

× ǫ ,

M2 =
gg2

s√
2MW

[

1

p2
9 − m2

t

ū(p3) γσ(p96 +mt)γ
µγν(f2RPL + f2LPR) v(p5)
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+
1

p2
10 − m2

b

ū(p3) (f2RPL + f2LPR)γσγµ(p106 +mb)γ
ν v(p5)

]

× ǫ ,

M3 =
gg2

s√
2MW

1

p2
7 − m2

b

ū(p3) (f2RPL + f2LPR)γµγν(p76 +mb)γ
σ v(p5) × ǫ ,

M4 =
gg2

s√
2MW

1

p2
10 − m2

b

ū(p3) (f2RPL + f2LPR)γµγσ(p106 +mb)γ
ν v(p5) × ǫ ,

M6 =
gg2

s√
2MW

1

p2
9 − m2

t

ū(p3) γσ(p96 +mt)γ
νγµ(f2RPL + f2LPR) v(p5) × ǫ ,

M7 =
gg2

s√
2MW

1

p2
6 − m2

t

ū(p3) γν(p66 +mt)γ
σγµ(f2RPL + f2LPR) v(p5) × ǫ , (43)

where ǫ stands for ǫ∗µ(p4)ǫν(p2)ǫσ(p1). The additional momenta introdued are p6 =

p3 − p2, p7 = p1 − p5, p9 = p3 − p1, p10 = p2 − p5. The �rst four diagrams in Fig. 13

give

M(4)
1 = −

√
2gg2

s

MW

1

p2
6 − m2

t

ū(p3) γν(p66 +mt)g
µσ(f2RPL + f2LPR) v(p5) × ǫ ,

M(4)
2 = −

√
2gg2

s

MW

1

p2
9 − m2

t

ū(p3) γσ(p96 +mt)g
µν(f2RPL + f2LPR) v(p5) × ǫ ,

M(4)
3 = −

√
2gg2

s

MW

1

p2
7 − m2

b

ū(p3) (f2RPL + f2LPR)gµν(p76 +mb)γ
σ v(p5) × ǫ ,

M(4)
4 = −

√
2gg2

s

MW

1

p2
10 − m2

b

ū(p3) (f2RPL + f2LPR)gµσ(p106 +mb)γ
ν v(p5) × ǫ . (44)

Using {γµ, γν} = 2gµν
, for one olour �ow we have

M1 + M3 + M7 + M(4)
1 + M(4)

3 = 0 , (45)

and for the other one

M2 + M4 + M6 + M(4)
2 + M(4)

4 = 0 . (46)

Finally, we point out that introduing a gauge non-invariant regulator for the top

quark pole singularities, like the usual presription for the propagators p2 − m2
t →

p2 −m2
t + imtΓt, spoils the anellation. Alternative gauge-invariant presriptions an

be found for example in Ref. [45℄.

B Top deay observables

For ompleteness, we brie�y introdue here the de�nitions of top deay observables used

in the ombination with single top ross setions. An extended disussion regarding

these observables an be found in Ref. [5℄.
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The harged lepton angular distribution in the W rest frame is very sensitive to Wtb

anomalous ouplings. It is de�ned in terms of the angle θ∗ℓ between the harged lepton

in the W rest frame and the W momentum in the top quark rest frame. An important

point is that this distribution is independent of the top quark prodution mehanism,

in partiular independent of the top polarisation, and thus the related observables an

be de�ned and measured either in top pair or single top prodution. The normalised

angular distribution of the harged lepton an be written as

1

Γ

dΓ

d cos θ∗ℓ
=

3

8
(1 + cos θ∗ℓ )

2 FR +
3

8
(1 − cos θ∗ℓ )

2 FL +
3

4
sin2 θ∗ℓ F0 . (47)

The heliity frations Fi ≡ Γi/Γ are the normalised partial widths for the top deay to

the three W heliity states (we drop here the t subindex in the top width for simpliity).

A �t to the cos θ∗ℓ distribution allows to extrat from experiment the values of Fi, whih

are not independent but satisfy FR +FL +F0 = 1 by de�nition. From the measurement

of heliity frations one an onstrain Wtb anomalous ouplings [29℄. Alternatively,

from this distribution one an measure the heliity ratios

ρR,L ≡ ΓR,L

Γ0

=
FR,L

F0

, (48)

whih are independent quantities. For any �xed z in the interval [−1, 1], one an also

de�ne an asymmetry

Az =
N(cos θ∗ℓ > z) − N(cos θ∗ℓ < z)

N(cos θ∗ℓ > z) + N(cos θ∗ℓ < z)
. (49)

The most obvious hoie is z = 0, giving the forward-bakward asymmetry AFB [32,37℄.

But more onvenient hoies are z = ∓(22/3 − 1) [5℄. De�ning β = 21/3 − 1, we have

z = −(22/3 − 1) → Az = A+ = 3β[F0 + (1 + β)FR] ,

z = (22/3 − 1) → Az = A− = −3β[F0 + (1 + β)FL] . (50)

These asymmetries are obviously determined by the W heliity frations (or ratios)

and onversely, from their measurement the heliity frations and ratios an be reon-

struted. Moreover, the harged lepton energy distribution in the top quark rest frame

is uniquely determined by the heliity frations and the top, bottom and W boson

masses. Among these observables we selet A± and ρR,L, whih are the most sensi-

tive to Wtb anomalous ouplings, for the ombination with single top ross setions.

They take the tree-level SM values A+ = 0.5482, A− = −0.8397, ρR = 5.1 × 10−4
and

ρL = 0.423, for a top quark on its mass shell.

Further observables an be built involving the top spin. For the deay t → W+b →
ℓ+νb, qq̄′b, the angular distributions of X = ℓ+, ν, q, q̄′, W+, b (whih are alled �spin
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analysers�) in the top quark rest frame are given by [30, 31℄

1

Γ

dΓ

d cos θX
=

1

2
(1 + αX cos θX) (51)

with θX the angle between the three-momentum of X in the t rest frame and the top

spin diretion. The onstants αX are alled �spin analysing power� of X and an range

between −1 and 1. For the deay of a top antiquark the distributions are the same,

with αX̄ = −αX as long as CP is onserved in the deay. In the SM, αℓ+ = αq̄′ = 1,

αν = αq = −0.319, αW+ = −αb = 0.406 at the tree level (q and q′ are the up- and

down-type quarks, respetively, resulting from the W deay). Tree-level expressions of

the spin analysing power onstants for a CP-onserving Wtb vertex with t, b on-shell

as in Eq. (1) have been obtained in Ref. [5℄ within the narrow width approximation.

In the t-hannel single top proess the top quarks are produed with a high de-

gree of polarisation along the diretion of the �nal state jet [4℄. The orresponding

distributions are

1

Γ

dΓ

d cos θX

=
1

2
(1 + PαX cos θX) , (52)

where the angles θX are now measured using as spin diretion the jet three-momentum

in the top quark rest frame, and P ≃ 0.89 is the top polarisation along this axis.

(This value, alulated with the mathing of tj/tb̄j at 10 GeV, is in good agreement

with the polarisation alulated with the subtration method [4℄.) Forward-bakward

asymmetries an be built using these distributions,

AX =
N(cos θX > 0) − N(cos θX > 0)

N(cos θX > 0) + N(cos θX > 0)
=

1

2
PαX . (53)

These spin asymmetries depend on the top polarisation P but their ratios do not, for

example

Ab

Aℓ
=

αb

αℓ
≡ rbl ,

Aν

Aℓ
=

αν

αℓ
≡ rνl (54)

only depend on anomalous ouplings and the masses involved. Additionally, their ex-

perimental systemati errors are expeted to be smaller than for the spin asymmetries

themselves. As it happens with A± and ρR,L, these asymmetry ratios an be mea-

sured in top pair prodution as well. In tt̄ prodution the top quarks are unpolarised

at the tree level, but their spins are orrelated [54, 55℄. Suitable ratios of spin or-

relation asymmetries an provide a measurement of rbl and rνl but the preision will

likely be worse than in single top prodution beause spin orrelation asymmetries are

numerially smaller, e.g. by a fator of 8 in the tt̄ semileptoni deay hannel.
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C E�et of top quark deay

Here we examine the e�et of top deay in the κ fators, onentrating on the t-

hannel proess for brevity. We alulate the κ fators for the proesses with top deay

numerially, following the proedure explained in setion 5 for tW−b̄ prodution. For

the proesses with top on-shell the alulation is arried out as in setion 3, with the

di�erene that here for the sake of omputational speed we perform the alulations

for tj without the veto on pb̄
ISR

T , whih is su�ient to illustrate the di�erenes. Results

for the quadrati terms are shown in Table 11. As expeted, the e�et of the top

width is small, at the 1− 2% level, and in most ases it is smaller than the theoretial

unertainty. The di�erenes have little numerial relevane in the limits obtained for

anomalous ouplings.

tj tb̄j t̄j t̄bj

on o� on o� on o� on o�

V 2
R 0.895 0.888 0.927 0.917 1.101 1.093 1.068 1.064

g2
L 1.47 1.47 1.96 1.96 2.12 2.13 2.98 3.01

g2
R 2.00 1.98 2.97 2.95 1.63 1.62 2.08 2.07

Table 11: κ fators for the quadrati terms in the tj, tb̄j proesses and their harge

onjugate, alulated for top on-shell or deaying t → W+b → ℓνb (labelled as �on�

and �o��, respetively).
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